Fastly WAF Management Package
QUICK VALUE PACK AGES

Unleash the value of Fastly without tying up scarce IT resources
Applications are a critical part of your business. Whether they’re customer-facing, internal or partner apps, you
need to protect them and the data they hold. Unfortunately apps are also an increasingly attractive target for
cybercriminals. Many have known vulnerabilities that attackers can readily exploit, leading to potential downtime or
data breaches, which can damage your brand reputation.
Web Application Firewalls are designed to safeguard your apps from the latest threats and vulnerabilities.
However, managing your WAF rulesets to keep up with the latest exploits and zero-day threats can be an extremely
time-consuming task. This is where Fastly’s WAF Management Package can help.
This professional services offering reduces the manual overhead associated with the ongoing maintenance of your
Fastly WAF service. Plus you get to tap into Fastly’s deep security expertise for added peace of mind. It includes
ongoing tuning and configuration to protect against critical threats, in addition to origin protection for each service
running WAF. Fastly’s WAF Management Package is for customers who have already purchased and provisioned
our WAF service. This engagement is designed to run for the term of your WAF contract.

what’s included ?
WAF tuning and configuration
Fastly will provide the following services:

• Update your WAF profile to record any new changes
to your back-end application stack, or perceived
security risks based on actual or attempted attacks

• Update your WAF configuration set to the latest
available (if applicable)

• Enable, disable or change new or existing WAF rules

• Provide critical attack mitigation help on demand
(up to 3x per quarter)

• Upon request, Fastly will add new critical
protections (if applicable) into your WAF service

Authenticated TLS to origin

• To help protect you against WAF bypass attacks,
Fastly will configure client-authenticated connections to your origin server for each service running

based on new traffic patterns or security risks not

WAF. As part of this service, Fastly can update your

present in the initial tuning cycle (once per quarter,

certificates prior to expiration, or if revoked. We can

or on demand as needed)

also generate certificates and keys on your behalf.
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Benefits

Fastly Quick Value Packages

Reduce staff burden

Fastly’s WAF Management Package is one of several

Fastly’s WAF Management Package reduces the burden

Quick Value Packages designed to speed up time to value.

on your security and IT staff. We take care of maintaining

These professional services offerings help you get the

your WAF rulebase, including testing and validating new

most out of your Fastly deployment without tying up scarce

rules. Our experts tune your service, freeing you from the

IT or engineering resources. You get direct access to

arduous task of troubleshooting for false positives. You

our technical experts for a variety of one-time or annual

can repurpose critical security resources to focus on other

engagements. Whether you’re responding to shifting

more strategic projects.

digital requirements, embracing agile processes, or looking

Improve overall security posture

to enhance your security posture, Fastly is your partner
for success.

Fastly ensures you always have the most up-to-date
rulesets deployed. Our WAF rules are based on open
source rules (including the OWASP Core Rule Set),
commercial source and Fastly-generated rules. For an
added layer of protection, we set up client-authenticated
connections to your origin server for all your WAF services.
This protects you from savvy attackers who may try to
bypass your WAF service by going directly to your origin.

Tap into broader security expertise
Augment your security staff with deep expertise from
Fastly’s dedicated Security Research Team. Our experts
have years of experience in attack research, and collaborate in a variety of cybersecurity communities to stay
abreast of emerging attacks. Our global network gives
us first hand insights into potential traffic attack patterns
so we can be more proactive on your behalf.

Fast, secure, and scalable. Get started with Fastly today.
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